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partnering for even smarter POS and payment

Let customers pay their way: put Clover Flex and TevX to work for
your business

Tevalis EPOS Point of Sale is an award-winning intuitive system developed in 
partnership with the hospitality industry. Its features, functionality, integrations 
and ease of use mean Tevalis EPOS and TevX handheld tech always meet the 
ever-changing needs of hospitality,
leisure and gaming.

Clover Flex is an increasingly popular POS terminal and business management Clover Flex is an increasingly popular POS terminal and business management 
solution: with more than one million devices in the field, Clover is increasingly 
chosen for its power and flexibility.

Integrating these leading systems gives owners and operators even more choice, 
flexibility and efficiency in serving guests, making ordering and payment even 
smarter and more customer-focused: eliminate queues, improve accuracy and 
close tables faster.

As a trusted Hospitality solutions provider, we understand innovation is key. By 
understanding the ever-changing requirements of our operators as well as shifts in 
consumer behaviour, Tevalis and Clover have worked together to launch an amazing 
solution which is focused on providing efficiencies for front of house, as well as giving 
operators the tools to provide a fantastic guest experience. By having our TevX solution 
implemented on Clovers robust Flex device, front of house teams can digitally take 
orders as well as payments without the need to carry multiple devices

Kevin Dixon, Director of 
Partnerships , Tevalis



Helping you achieve maximum efficiency and profitability, 
especially during busy periods and peak hours of service, this fully 
featured Clover Flex/TevX handheld Order & Payment solution puts 
reliability, resilience and productivity into the palm of your hand.

Clover Flex and TevX 

Helping you be moHelping you be more nimble and adaptable, Clover Flex solutions make 
it easier to connect with customers through an all-in-one handheld 
POS to take payments, track sales and conduct business in smarter 
ways. The Tevalis handheld ordering solution TevX uses cross-platform 
technology, duplicating all the POS functionality you want for 
familiarity  and easy navigation combined with all the reliability and 
stability you need from a handheld. You also have peace of mind: 
RestfulRestful Service technology means you can process orders offline with 
no database connection required to the master terminal, storing this 
locally and sending when reconnected to the network.

The system integration from 
our TevX solution & Flex allows 
us to give a quick, effective 
and streamlined serviceThe Old Vol



7-inch HD screen: 1280 x 800 TVDPI display

Easy for customers to dip, swipe, tap or enter PIN

External power adapter with DC input

Security cerficaon: PCI PTS 5.0

In-built receipt printer: print, email or send SMS receipts 

Unique features include ‘PIN on glass’, Wi-Fi and Ethernet connecvity

AcceAccepts all major payment types including Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay

Increases accuracy, reduces human errors and improves reconciliaon

Tevalis EPOS technology fully integrates with Clover Mini, the sleek, compact 
point of sale terminal that enables businesses to accept multiple payment types, 
meaning customers can pay the way that suits them best.

We know that Hospitality venues are always trying to find ways to create a true leisure experience beyond simply 
food & drink, as consumer demand is forever changing around speed of service with simplicity as a given.  This is 
why we are so excited to be working with Tevalis to offer a fully integrated solution helping Restaurateurs take 
care of Ordering & Payment through a single device enabling their operational teams to offer a streamlined 
experience for their customers Terry Roberts, Head of ISV

Partnerships, Clover
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The Tevalis Technology Ecosystem and approach is founded on continuous 
investment in research and innovation and working alongside hospitality 
clients and other industry professionals to meet changing market needs. 
The flexibility and scalability of Tevalis’ industry-leading technology 
makes it ideal for hospitality businesses of all shapes and sizes, from 
single independent operators to multi-site chains and leading brands, in 
the UK and internationally. 

Currently supporting on-premises systems and enterprise platforms for Currently supporting on-premises systems and enterprise platforms for 
more than 2,000 sites and 8,000 client installations, Tevalis clients 
operate in key sectors including Restaurants, Food Halls, Pubs and Clubs, 
Quick Service and Kiosks, Hotels, Theatres and Cinemas, Private Members’ 
Clubs, Hotels, Leisure Venues and Stadia & Arena.

A leader in the payments industry, Clover has been at the forefront of 
merchant payment solutions since 2012 as part of First Data. Following the 
merger of Fiserv and First Data, it has continued to create products and 
services that take payments beyond Point Of Sale and into the future. 
Clover is the leading PCI-compliant, EMV-ready solution in the 
marketplace, routinely passing thousands of tests to keep up with the 
latest payment features and standards. Clover integration is designed to 
take the sting out of supporting EMV by limiting communications between 
Clover and your point-of-sale, while Clover devices easily integrate with 
point-of-sale systems. 

Every stylish Clover POS device not only makes taking payments easier 
but is also customisable to suit specific business needs.

@clovercommerceClover Network Clover @tevalis_epos Tevalis EposTevalis Limited @tevalis.epos


